In 1885 Agnes Clerke's Popular History of Astronomy declared William Huggins (1824 -1910) to be the founder of stellar spectroscopy. Her judgement endorsed the view of Huggins himself, who fought to establish and maintain his priority in various researches between 1862 and 1908. The view was encapsulated in 'The new astronomy: A personal retrospect', an article that Huggins published in 1897, and it was systematically deployed by Huggins and his wife, determined that this should become the accepted history of the new science.
Dr Barbara Becker did not buy into Huggins's claim that in 1862 he had heard of Gustav Kirchhoff's discovery of the chemical constitution of the Sun and was suddenly empowered 'to lift a veil'. Her 20-year odyssey comparing his very diverse correspondence with the original observatory notebooks resulted in this first scholarly and definitive biography of William and Margaret Huggins.
In 1858 Huggins was a bachelor of limited means, possessing an excellent 8-inch Clark/Cooke refractor but seeking a research area in which to make his mark. In 1862 he commissioned a spectroscope and applied it to starlight. Whereas early foreign contemporaries fortuitously dropped away, Huggins persisted, obtaining more powerful telescopes than his British rivals. With little formal education, how did he achieve expertise and move from the periphery to the core of the London scientific elite amid their egos and controversies?
In in 1871; he was 51 years old, she was 27. She was self-taught and, as a teenager, had made and used a hand-held spectroscope. She became largely responsible for moving their methodology to the forefront of spectroscopic astrophotography, adapting instruments and procedures and analysing data. Between 1882 and 1888 the Hugginses made a considerable effort to photograph the Orion Nebula. But it would be 13 years before William, under extreme pressure from Lockyer's challenges, credited her presence in the Observatory by naming her in a joint paper. By now Lockyer was director of the Solar Physics Observatory in South Kensington, an astrophysical facility funded by a government grant, and had become Huggins's arch-rival.
In June 1897 Huggins was knighted. In the same month the 'New astronomy' article was published, and in 1898 and 1909 the Hugginses included excerpts from it in their books. The construct was almost complete. In 1908 Huggins initiated the transfer of 'his' telescopes to Cambridge's Newall Observatory, a crucial development for Cambridge astrophysics.
After Huggins's death in 1910, Margaret was mortified by two 'errors' in Hugh Newall's obituary of him in Science Progress. Despite anguished letters, Newall would not retract. But his obituary for Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society adhered to Huggins's account. Margaret used her influence with Joseph Larmor to ensure her husband's inclusion in the Dictionary of National Biography and managed to vet the obituary in Proceedings of the Royal Society, which followed Huggins's narrative. She then gave the observatory notebooks to a remote American college and both planned and funded a memorial in St Paul's; her executrix managed to have the design amended to encompass them both.
Dr Becker explains 'The new astronomy' as being composed to erase the clutter of missteps, frustrating reversals and controversies, arguing that the observatory notebooks were incomplete and that Huggins's progress was episodic and dependent upon research collaboration. In 1885 Huggins was deservedly awarded a second Royal Astronomical Society Gold Medal. Astronomical spectroscopy, with the underlying physical theory so tentative, was a high-risk field of research. He was a brilliant pioneer of stellar radial motion, of nebular spectra, of solar prominences, and of the photographic spectra of stars, nebulae and comets. Not the least of Becker's achievements is to reveal the details of Margaret Huggins's long career in astrophysics.
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